MOBILITY IN 2018

HOW TO GROW YOUR PRACTICE

It’s (still) an exciting time to be in the mobile business. The demand for fast, intelligent devices at end users’
fingertips has continued to increase from over a decade ago when the smartphone was first introduced.
So, if you aren’t currently offering mobile solutions or want to enhance your practice, what options do you have?
There are several ways to go about growing your mobile practice, so we’ve outlined a few to get you started.

CELLULAR OPPORTUNITIES.
CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW?

TBI has agreements with major cellular carriers like AT&T and T-Mobile. Giving you an opportunity to get paid on any
activation that requires mobile connectivity. While activation payouts are not lucrative ($10-25 upfront/device), this
is an easy entry point into more sales with mobility solutions like Mobile Device Management.

Next up, MDM

MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT.
WHAT’S THAT?
Mobile Device Management (MDM) is software that allows IT administrators to control, secure and enforce policies on
smartphones, tablets and other endpoints. By selling MDM solutions, you earn residual commissions on your
customer’s mobility spend and management for the lifetime of the contract. It’s a consistent source of revenue as
mobility services naturally grow within a company over time.
Whether your customer has a BYOD policy in place or maintains stock of devices for employees, someone has to
manage service maintenance, updates, cost and usage audits, security etc. An MDM solution removes these painful
and timely tasks of in-house management. And, most importantly, keeps remote device users safe through security
features like remote wipe and lock, password enforcement and malware detection.
Common MDM features include:
• Real-time views of spending patterns, forecasts, order tracking via carrier portal
• Device inventory and tracking
• Remote wipe and lock
• Malware detection
• Password enforcement
• App whitelisting and blacklisting
• Data encryption enforcement

53%

of information users

use their own personal
devices for work;

install unsupported
software;

or use unsupported Internet
based services like Dropbox,
Skype, Twitter, or Facebook

to help them do their jobs.
— Forrester
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MAKE MONEY ON ALL THINGS
CONNECTED TO THE INTERNET.
IoT, in layman’s terms (according to Tech Target) is a system of physical things embedded with sensors, software,
electronics and connectivity to allow it to perform better by exchanging information with other connected devices.
IoT can be a person with a heart monitor implant, wearable devices like the Fitbit or Apple Watch, smart home
products (Amazon Echo, Nest Thermostat), a vehicle that has built-in sensors to alert when tire pressure is low -- or
any other object that can be assigned an IP address and provided with the ability to transfer data over a network.

So, how do you monetize IoT?
•
•
•

Start small by selling and installing sensors and data-collecting devices.
Move up to managing and monitoring those sensors and devices.
Take advantage of the data collected and provide strategic advice to customers on how to
improve business operations.

But first, review your customer base and identify those that
fall under key vertical markets such as:

HEALTHCARE
IDC says healthcare is one of the industries that will see the fastest spending growth in IoT.
This comes as no surprise, as IoT in healthcare companies can be leveraged in many
ways such as:
• Medical machines that share images with a patient's other caregivers
• Sensors on equipment to monitor and troubleshoot problems
• Real-time location systems that can track equipment, dispensation of medicine,
staff and patients
• Implants, prosthetics, and wearables also leverage IoT, streaming data back to
medical providers
Connecting medical devices, like those listed above, to the internet reduces errors and offers
more data to improve diagnosis and quality of care. The con is that these devices are now at
greater risk for cyber-attacks, so be sure to include security as part of system requirements.

LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORTATION
Freight monitoring drives much of the IoT spending in this sector, at $55.9 billion in 2016,
according to IDC, representing the second-largest IoT use case across all industries.
Many freight and public transportation vehicles are equipped with sensors to:
• Schedule maintenance
• Track vehicles
• Optimize fuel consumption
• Train drivers
• Monitor driving behavior
• Maintain driver safety and scoring management

RETAIL
Retailers are leveraging IoT for new ways to increase customer engagement and improve the in-store
experience. The ‘store of tomorrow’ is quickly becoming a reality, and early IoT adopters are increasing
revenue and driving a unique brand experience. For instance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customers can use their smart devices (phones or wearables) to scan items for product
info and reviews
Barcode scanners throughout stores allow customers to view product info, find other
colors/sizes on retailer’s website
Smart shelves in store for inventory detection
Retailers can leverage IoT-connected digital signage to push content to stores in real time
Smart shopping carts help customers navigate through store based on their digital
shopping lists
Smart price tags can be changed in real time

Opportunities in IoT lead to additional sales like addressing increased bandwidth needs, data services like database
management as a service, hosting and storage and security like mentioned above.

WIRELESS OPPORTUNITIES.
There are a few things to sell under the term wireless. Wireless Telecom Expense Management is a great fit for
customers with limited resources to manage voice and data plans, wireless invoice auditing and wireless plan
optimization.
4G is a part of a network resiliency strategy. Having a wireless connection brings network diversity and is a piece of
the fool-proof way to setup a network (1 telco, 1 cableco, 1 wireless). You can suggest 4G backup with SD-WAN
sales. TBI has providers that create 4G cradle points for pop up stores. And there are microwave transmissions for
line of sight services for terrain that supports it.

